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Evolution's Achilles' Heels
15 Ph.D. Scientists (Actor), Creation Ministries International (Director)
Format: DVD

$13.70

Buy New
Qty: 1

103 customer reviews

List Price: $19.00
You Save: $5.30
(28%)

& FREE Shipping on orders over $49.
Details
Additional DVD
options

DVD
(Oct 17, 2014)

Edition
—

Discs

Price

New
from

Used
from

1 $13.70

$13.69

$12.04

In Stock.
Sold by PA-PRIME and Fulfilled by
Amazon. Gift-wrap available.
Yes, I want FREE Two-Day
Shipping with Amazon Prime

Unlimited Streaming with Amazon Prime

Start your 30-day free trial to stream thousands of movies & TV shows
included with Prime. Start your free trial

Click to open expanded view
Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser

Want it Thursday, June 23? Order
within 18 hrs 39 mins and choose
One-Day Shipping at checkout.
Details
Ship to:

Frequently Bought Together

SEATTLE, WA 98101

Total price:

$24.93

+
Trade in your item
Get up to a $3.88
Gift Card.

This item: Evolution's Achilles' Heels by 15 Ph.D. Scientists DVD $13.70

Learn More

Evolution's Achilles' Heels by 9 Ph.D. Scientists Paperback $11.23
Other Sellers on Amazon

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

Page 1 of 25

$13.77
& FREE Shipping on eligible
orders. Details
Sold by: Amazon.com
9 used & new from $12.04
Have one to sell?
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Dilemma, The Privileged…

$18.99

John Rhys-Davies
156

$11.23
DVD

Sponsored Products Related To This Item (What's this?)

See Inside the
Tabernacle - An
Expert-Guided
Tour

Page 1 of 3

Complete Kit For The Tabernacle
DVD-based Bible Study
14

$89.99
Ad feedback

David Lloyd George, the
Creation of the Modern
Welfare State : Greatest
Speeches of the 20th…
$27.98

Nature DVD - Super
Relaxation Series Creation - a Spiritual
Connection
1

Echoes of Creation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo Pack
- As Seen on Public
Television
54

$14.95

$24.99
Ad feedback

Special Offers and Product Promotions
Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $13.70! Get a $50.00 gift card instantly upon approval for the Amazon.com Rewards Visa Card.
Apply now.
Editorial Reviews
Evolution's Achilles' Heels directly demolishes the very pillars of the belief system that underpins our now-secular culture-evolutionary naturalism. It's coupled with the Biblical command to reach
the lost with the Bible's Good News. In a nutshell, it's a comprehensive outreach tool like no other. Visually stunning animations and dramatic footage help to show how the theory's supposed
strengths are, in fact, its fatal flaws-Evolution's Achilles' Heels. Like no other work that we are aware of, fifteen Ph.D. scientists collaborated to produce a coordinated, coherent, powerful
argument. All of the contributors received their doctorates from similar secular universities as their evolutionary counterparts. Each is a specialist in a field relevant to the subject: Natural
selection, origin of life, geology, genetics, radiometric dating, the fossil record, cosmology, and ethics.

Product Details
Actors: 15 Ph.D. Scientists
Directors: Creation Ministries International
Format: Multiple Formats, NTSC, Widescreen
Language: English
Region: All Regions
Number of discs: 1
Studio: Creation Ministries International
DVD Release Date: October 17, 2014
Run Time: 96 minutes
Average Customer Review:

(103 customer reviews)

ASIN: 1921643854
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #3,895 in Movies & TV (See Top 100 in Movies & TV)
#68 in Movies & TV > DVD > Documentary
Would you like to update product info or give feedback on images?

Customer Reviews
103
4.6 out of 5 stars
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Top Customer Reviews
83

Great Content, Compelling Arguments!
By Tyler on April 27, 2015
Verified Purchase

A little background about myself so you can understand the views I held prior to watching this video.

It's just fine for real guys to use!
...The amazing thing is that I actually do feel a
difference on my skin... Good stuff. Give it a shot, I
think you'll like it too.

“

”

I was raised a Christian, but never gave it much thought. Assumed the Bible was correct, but never
really spent any mental energy on it. As a kid, I quit attending church and was just a Christian by label,
not by practice. As I went through High School, College, and my personal studies, I grew into quite the
fan of science and was convinced by the arguments for evolution and against Biblical creation. I mean,
they're teaching this stuff in all schools - it must be factual. Recently, I realized I've never truly
considered my views of this life and this world, and started my quest for answers. I watched this
video entirely open minded, but leaning towards beliefs against Biblical creation.

Most Recent Customer Reviews

As someone who assumed evolution was proven fact, it was eye opening to see modern arguments
and proofs showing that evolution isn't as rock-solid as my science teachers told me. The video
makes a strong arguments against evolution and has revealed to me that belief in evolution is a matter
of faith! In fact, I would go as far as to say that belief in evolution is absolutely nothing except faith.

Published 1 day ago by Robert D.

The video presents arguments against evolution and for creation from a multiple disciplines and topics
such as biology, origins of life, radiometric dating, cosmology, natural selection, and more. It shows
that natural selection is incapable of being an engine for evolution as we are taught in school. That
survival of the fittest is incapable of explaining arrival of the fittest. That life is in a state of degradation
from what appears to have been more perfect origins. These scientific arguments leave you
questioning how evolution has come to be known as fact. Read more ›
2 Comments

92 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Report

abuse
Quite Convincing
By M. Degani on June 12, 2015

Ad feedback

This DVD is done by real scientists
and exposes common ...
This DVD is done by real scientists and exposes
common myths. Highly educational. Doesn't matter if
you're religious or not, science is science.

Good
Was very good.
Published 3 days ago by Larry Roberts

Five Stars
Excellent
Published 7 days ago by Sally Garibay

Systematic destruction of the lie
known as Darwinian Evolution.
Great film that systematically last to waste the myth
of evolution. It should be a crime to teach that myth in
schools as fact.
Published 19 days ago by Troy Clopton

Verified Purchase

As Agnostic as I am, this Production is pretty convincing in raising doubts about the "scientific" tools
and methods usually used to dismiss the "sceptics" of the "Theory of Evolution".
In other words, there is no such thing as "The Theory of Evolution"; there are MANY theories of
evolution, and none can answer the most-fundamental questions.
One example which hit me as a Scientist is: Carbon Dating, or any dating based on nuclear half-life
measurements is flawed in its very principle because one never knows that ALL the Daughter
products were indeed created from the original material assumed for a piece of rock or a fossil.
In other words, once you follow the logic presented in this DVD with an unbiased mind---if you can
ignore all the propaganda you have been brain-washed with---you may start thinking and pondering for
yourself.
Comment

40 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Report

abuse
Why is Evolution still taught as fact?
By JAWS 3rd on July 19, 2015
Many opponents will no doubt say this video is cherry picking, but I guarantee they will not be able to
adequately counter the arguments against evolution contained in this video with any solid answers.
Further, if there really is any so-called cherry picking going on at all, it only hurts the opposition's
arguments more that the topics discussed here are foundational to the evolutionary argument. With
these evolutionary pillars sufficiently knocked down, the theory no longer has legs to stand on, and
should devolve back into the primordial soup from whence it came.

Highly reccomended
Intelligent discussion concerning observations
scientists have challenging many assumptions
concerning evolution.
Published 27 days ago by Alex Kahn

An Impressive Video
This is a very direct and professional presentation
exposing the weaknesses of evolution theories. The
presenters are highly qualified in their respective fields
and the video is... Read more
Published 1 month ago by MNThermostat

Good science
Like many things, ideology trumps science. Evolution
is an ideology. The science is good throughout the
video
Published 1 month ago by W. Chase

Way above Creation101
I'm already in the Creationist camp but was looking
for a refresher. There's a bit too much jumping around
from one PhD to another and they all speak PhD
English. Read more
Published 1 month ago by dstrit
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As for the video, it is sufficiently informative, and geared toward the less scientifically inclined for
inclusion of a broader audience. Yet it isn't so dumbed down that it neglects any scientific standing.
For deeper scientific explanations of the same issues, the book goes further to explain the same
topics within the video.
Comment

40 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Report

abuse

Verified Purchase

Published 1 month ago by David and Stephanie Bestul

Excellent. Packed with current information, and a broad range of topics. Adult / high
school level. Younger viewers might need some guidance: touches on some sensitive
subjects such as the nihilistic implications of Evolution, Darwinian influence on Hitler,
and genetic entropy. Brief, explicit Christian proselytizing in the final few minutes.
22 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Published 1 month ago by Mr. W. O. Quarrie

Darwinism is dead.
Excellent and eye-opening refutation regarding the
nonsensical and unscientific philosophy that has been
propagated for too long. Darwinism is dead.

Excellent science based overview
By Don S on June 12, 2015

2 Comments

A great DVDs that challenges
conventional thinking
The DVD actually points to a number of Achilles heals
concerning Darwinism and evolution. It's a well put
together production and well worth the money. Read
more

Search Customer Reviews

Report

abuse
Collects and delivers multiple powerful scientific arguments for Creation
By Jim Pamplin of Santa Ana on July 20, 2015
Verified Purchase

This DVD collects multiple strong scientific arguments for Creation, and powerfully delivers each one.
Most people who believe in Darwinian evolution, if asked why, respond that "the evidence is
overwhelming." Asked "What evidence?" they may recite one or two common claims, or answer the
question with a blank stare. It isn't evidence for evolution that overwhelms - it is the IMPRESSION that
evidence is overwhelming that overwhelms. This DVD goes a long, long way toward popping that
mythological bubble!
Comment

21 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Report

abuse
Are there any arguments left for evolution?
By Bill Huninghake on December 3, 2014
Excellent presentation. Already have the book and ordered the DVD when it came out.
Rather than choosing to confront areas that might be regarded as soft targets, "Evolution's Achilles
Heels" represents a well-argued frontal assault on what many would see as invincible strongholds for
today's evolution-grounded, anti-theistic establishment thinkers.
Not sure how anyone could or would want to believe in the man made fairy tail of evolution after
watching this video.
Are there any arguments left for evolution? There is really only one: ‘I don’t want to believe in a
Creator-God, I don’t want to be accountable to anyone for how I live, and evolution is the only
alternative, so I am going to believe in evolution regardless of what the evidence shows and proves.'
68 Comments

82 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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